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Question One
a) On the basis of the information by using the value added method it will be easier to
calculate GDP of the ‘Kraftwerk’ economy. In this case, there were three producers and they are
interrelated with other. In order to calculate the GDP by using value added method the formula
will be (Value of output)-(Cost of intermediate goods purchased from the other firms, including
imports)
In the case of Timmy’s forestry, firm the value of the total output is $128m and in this case
Timmy has no input cost but in case of Gab’s Guitar factory the total value of the output is
$192m and the guitar factory imports the $32m amount of product and the other input cost of the
guitar company is $32m. On the other hand, the Sue’s superstore sells $256m amount of total
goods and in this case Sue purchase $96m musical instrument, which is the intermediate goods to
Sue. Therefore, the GDP of the country will be:
=(128m+192m+256m)-(32m+32m+96m)
= (576m-160m)
= $416m
Therefore, $416 is the total GDP of the ‘Kraftwerk’ economy by applying value added method
within the economy.
In order to calculate GDP by applying the income method then the ‘Kraftwerk’ economy has to
apply the formula of GDP= W+R+I+PR where W is the wage income of the people, R is the
rental income of the people, I is the investment income of the people and PR is the profit. In this
case, Timmy’s total value is $128m and the cost of Timmy is ($16m+$16m= $32m). Therefore,
the profit of Timmy is ($128m-$32m) = $96m.
On the other hand, the total value of Gab’s guitar factory is $ 192m and the cost of Gab is
($32m+$32m+$32m+$16m) = $112m there the profit of Gab is ($192m- $112m) = $80m
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In addition to that, the total value of Sue is $256m and the cost of Sue is
($32m+$96m+$48m+$32m) = $208m and the profit of Sue is ($256-$208) = $48m
In order to use the income method the GDP of the ‘Kraftwerk’ economy the total GDP of the
country is to
= ($16m+$32m+$48m) + ($16m+$16m+$32m)+ $32m+($96m+$80m+$48m)
= ($56m+$68m+$32m+$224)
Where $56m is the wage income of the country, $68m is rental income of the country, $224m is
the profit of the country, and additionally $32m is the inventory that means investment of the
country. Therefore, the GDP of the ‘Kraftwerk’ economy is $380m
In order to calculate the total GDP by applying expenditure method the formula used by
‘Kraftwerk’ economy is (C+G+I+NX)
In this case, C is the consumption of the economy G is the government expenditure of the
economy, I is the investment of the economy and NX is net export earning of the economy.
In case of Timmy’s factory the net export earning is $96m and in case of Gab’s guitar factory the
net export earning is ($96m-$32m)= $64m and in case of Sue’s superstore the net export earning
is $32m. Therefore the total net export earning of the country is ($96m+$64m+$32m)= $192m
In this economy the total consumption $128m and the government expenditure is $96m. In
addition to that, total investment of the ‘Kraftwerk’ economy is $32m
Therefore, total GDP is ($128m+$96m+$32m+$192m)
= $448m
In this case by applying the expenditure method the total GDP of ‘Kraftwerk’ economy will be
$448m.
b) The possible reasons are there in the economy for which growing GDP is not necessarily
mean everyone in the economy will be better off. In this case, the three possible reasons are:
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1. In equal distribution of income, within the economy that means concentration of income in the
hand of one section of people. Therefore, the section of people become richer and the other
people become poorer though the GDP is growing.
2. Due to hyperinflation, the GDP of the economy will increase but economic condition of one
section of people will be worst.
3. Due to inappropriate resources allocation, the earning of the total economy will be
concentrated within the one section of people (Cooper et al.2013).

Question Two
a) On the basis of the given data to calculate the real GDP of the economy the formula
(Y= C+I+G+NX) will be used in this case C is the consumption and the amount of consumption
is 300+0.8Y and I is the investment within the economy and the amount of investment is $200b.
In addition to that, G is the government expenditure; In this case, the amount of government
expenditure is $200b. In this case, NX is net export earnings and the based on the data net export
earning of f the economy is -100. Therefore, by using the formula the real GDP of the economy
will be:
Y= 300+0.8Y+200+200+ (-100)
Y-0.8Y=600
Y (1-0.8) = 600
Y= 600/0.2
Y= 3000
Therefore, the real GDP of the economy will be $3000b by applying the formula.
b) With the help of multiplier the economy can be able to increase the real GDP of the economy.
c) Assuming the full employment output for this economy is $3500b it is the potential GDP of
the economy. Based on the above calculation the economy is bellow by $500b from the full
employment output or far from the potential GDP of the economy.
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d) In this case, if the government expenditure is increased from $200b to $300b then the real
GDP of the economy will increase. In this case, the real GDP will be:
Y= 300+0.8Y+200+300+ (-100)
Y-0.8Y=700
Y (1-0.8) = 700
Y= 700/0.2
Y= 3500
In this case, the real GDP of the economy will be equal to the potential GDP of the economy. In
this case, all other factors of the GDP will be unchanged.
e) By increasing the government expenditure the governmental authority of an economy can be
able to increase the investment and in effect of this the employment will increase. As result of
this the income of the economy will increase therefore the real GDP of the economy will
increase. Therefore, it can be said that the government expenditure has a multiplier effect so by
increasing the government expenditure real GDP of the economy can be increased.

Question Three
a) If the government gives the subsidy on the price of housing then the price of the
housing will be lower in the economy and the demand of the housing will be increase. On the
basis of the general demand supply theory, if the price of the housing is lower the demand of the
housing will be higher so it can be said that the housing become more affordable due to the
government policy (Fogel et al.2013). In this case, due to subsidy of the government on the price
of housing the housing become more affordable. In this case, the price of the housing will be
lower because of the subsidy.
In additions to that, the due to subsidy the supply of housing will also increase therefore, the,
market of housing will expand.
b) Yes, the one goal of macroeconomics is to reduce the measured unemployment rate of the
economy and it may be the zero when the aggregate supply curve of the economy is vertically
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parallel. The economy will be in the full employment situation when the aggregate supply curve
of the economy is vertically parallel. This cannot be happen in reality but by adopting
macroeconomic tools like expansionary fiscal and monetary policies, the government can be able
to reduce the unemployment rate of the economy (Muller, 2014).
In this regard, by increasing the government expenditure the government can be able to generate
employment within the economy, which reduces the unemployment rate of the economy. In
reality, the unemployment rate cannot be zero because within the economy there must be
voluntary unemployment. In this case, the unemployed persons are not interested to work in the
existing wage rate of the economy (Muka et al.2015).
c) A cyclical unemployed can be a structural unemployed because of the technological up
gradation or the introduction of new process within the production process for which the
knowledge of the person is not necessary. In this case, a cyclical unemployed can be a structural
unemployed in the economy. In this case, the person has to adopt the new process otherwise; the
rate unemployment within the economy will increase. Cyclical unemployment happens in the
economy due to the cyclical trend within the growth and production process of the economy and
as result of the technological up gradation will take place within the economy. Therefore, it can
be said that a cyclical unemployed can be a structural unemployed within the economy. In this
case, the government has to arrange the training and development program in order to reduce the
number of structural unemployment otherwise, the total unemployment rate will increase and it
will hamper the growth process of the economy.

Question Four
a) The population growth is not bad for the developing countries according to the
modern economist because it is the human capital of the developing country and with help of this
human capital, the developing countries can be able to move to become the developed country.
In this case, proper education is required in order to transform the population pressure to the
human capital otherwise it will be a main hindrance to become a developed country. In addition
to that, the health and food both are necessary part in order to transform the population pressure
to the human capital (Harvie & Van Hoa, 2016).
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In this case, for example it can be said that China was a developing country and it has huge
pressure of population, However, China was able to transform it population to the human capital
and the country can be able to move towards become a developed country. In this case, by
increasing the investment in education and health sector this transformation has taken place in
China (Chen et al. 2014).
The main advantage of population growth is to create a human capital within the economy that
helps the country to create value within the domestic production process.
If the country is not able to transfer the population growth to the human, capital then it becomes
an obstacle to the growth process of the country and it is the main disadvantage of the population
growth.
b) In this case, there was sustainability in the GDP growth rate of the country but strong fiscal
and monetary both the policy is required in order to achieve the higher growth rate within the
Australian economy (Hatfield-Dodds et al.2015).
On the basis of data, it is clear that, in the year 2012, the GDP of the country was highest
and it was 3.63 but in the year 2015 the growth rate has declined and it was 2.24.
Based on the inflation rate data of the Australia the economic condition can be analyzed on the
basis of the data of inflation it is clear that in the year 2015, the inflation rate was lower and it
was 1.50, which is one of the good sign for the economic prosperity of Australia (Butlin, 2013).
The unemployment rate of the Australia was high because of the global economic crisis and the
inflation rate of Australia was not so much high so the producers is not willing produce more
goods so the unemployment rate is higher within the economy (Singh-Peterson et al. 2014).
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